MARKETING
PORTFOLIO
Looking for a marketing partner?
We provide marketing solutions that help your
business engage and grow.

scopicsoftware.com

WHO ARE WE?
Scopic is a US-based, leading software development and marketing
company with a skilled international team at your service.
We transform your concepts into customized solutions for web, desktop, and mobile, taking
care of all aspects - from development to marketing.
With over a decade of expertise, we work with innovation, transparency and the most effective
methods to meet your goals on time and within budget.
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OUR MISSION
Scopic helps businesses grow with tailor-made
solutions. We keep it technically simple and visually
engaging with the right media, in the right place, at
the right time.
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DESIGN
Website

Mobile Apps

Marketing Materials
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WEBSITE DESIGN
Our designs are visually engaging, highly interactive, and responsive. We always design with
UI/UX in mind.

HomeGrown

SketchList

Teamly

iRepair

WhatisHemp

Kairwell
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MOBILE APP DESIGN
We specialize in creating vibrant and engaging media-rich applications with industry-leading
technologies. We ensure the success of the app in Google Play and the App Store through App Store
Optimization (ASO).

Medical Records Tracker

RecipeIQ

Gorilla Workout

Cnkt

SmartPosture
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MARKETING MATERIALS DESIGN
We offer online and ofﬂine marketing materials from guides to brochures and more.
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DIGITAL
MARKETING
& SEO
SEO

Landing Pages

ASO

Social Media

Copywriting

Google & Social Media Ads
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Read more in our
SEO Guide

SEO
Does your website even exist if it's not on the front page of Google? Our expert SEO team will take a deep dive
into keyword research for your business and analyze your website content to boost you to the ﬁrst page. The
higher your page ranks, the more visible it is and the more customers you receive.
Try searching for “cryptocurrency creation service (Ranks 2nd)” or “chatbot solutions (Ranks 7th)”. Not only do
users looking for cryptocurrency or chatbot development see our name within a split second of searching – they
also see that we are the most credible, organic option available for these services, and Google can certainly
vouch for that!
With a winning SEO strategy, your chances of crawling up to the top of the ranks becomes much easier. The
better your SEO, the more visible your site is, and more visibility means more customers, more proﬁt. See how it
works in our SEO guide.

Within two months of creation, the
page climbed to the second position
on page 2 of Google search results for
its focus keywords.
Cross Platform Programming

At four months, the page stabilized in
the second position on page 1.

Our SEO website work along with blog
and keywords optimizations led to a
signiﬁcant increase in organic trafﬁc
Sketchlist Homepage
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SEO

Flash to HTML5 Services

Currently in the fourth position
on page 1 of Google’s search
results, this page gathers trafﬁc
for a variety of focus keywords
relating to Flash to HTML5
conversion.
RecipeIQ

Glencadia Dog Camp

SketchList3D

The Scopic SEO team doubled
the organic trafﬁc by building
strong backlinks for the RecipeIQ
landing page.

Our SEO team managed to double
the organic trafﬁc to Glencadia
websie, helping promote their dog
camp in NYC.

We achieved an amazing 47%
conversion rate for the client's
landing page by combining
custom design, content and SEO.
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LANDING PAGES

1 2

A landing page is often seen as a standalone web page designed for a single focused objective,
such as improving the performance of ads or adding more focus on a certain product or service.
Our team of designers, copywriters and SEO specialists work together to optimize landing pages
with the best keywords and top usability.

Arizona Medicare

Scopic

Stock Option Coach

Sketchlist3D
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LANDING PAGES

Medical Records Tracker

Question Roulette

1 2

RecipeIQ

Cnkt
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Read more in our
ASO Guide

ASO
We utilize App Store Optimization, or ASO, to give apps the most visibility possible in order to
increase downloads. We work to enhance an app’s title, description, screenshots, logo, and other
features with carefully selected keywords and images to draw in new users.

9:41 AM

SmartPosture

Question Roulette

9:41 AM

Gorilla Workout

9:41 AM

RecipeIQ
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Read more in our
Social Media Guide

SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media proﬁles build positive ﬁrst impressions, create brand awareness, and build a platform
to engage your user base. Not only do we create and maintain social media channels, we also
optimize social media proﬁles to rank on search engines.

Stocks to trade

KidsTale

iRepair

RecipeIQ
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COPYWRITING & MEDIA OUTREACH

1 2

We create copy for websites, blogs, inﬂuencer posts, email campaigns, media publications, and
other marketing materials. All of our copywriters are native English speakers.

Gorilla Workout

InterviewFocus

Scopic

Scopic
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COPYWRITING & MEDIA OUTREACH

Gorilla Workout

RecipeIQ

Scopic

Hubspot

2 2
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GOOGLE & SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING
We utilize Google Ads and social media advertising to raise awareness about products, boost
impressions, and increase website clicks and visitors. All of our ads are based on keyword research
performed by an SEO specialist.
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VIDEO
PRODUCTION
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VIDEO PRODUCTION
We create videos to promote your business whether it's an app demo, product tutorial video or
educational content. We begin by brainstorming ideas with you and creating detailed storyboards.
Animation, script writing, and voice overs are all handled in-house.

SmartPosture

Kairwell

RecipeIQ

WhatisHemp

eMags
21
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WHAT OUR
CLIENTS SAY
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
At Scopic, we aim to help you meet and exceed your goals. To us, your success is our success. Here’s
what our clients have to say about working with Scopic.

Dave Rozewski
Owner of SketchList

They deliver high-quality results,
are committed to my success, and
have the resources necessary to
take on a wide range of work. I
ﬁnd impressive the level of
expertise in each area in which
they work.

Steve Gardner
Founder and President
of OrthoSelect

Comparing our project before
Scopic's involvement, is as
different as night and day.
We’ve added so much
capability and continue to
innovate every day.

Ken Leeser
Founder of RecipeIQ App

Scopic has been an invaluable partner in
helping to gain visibility for RecipeIQ.
They have provided excellent strategy,
content and execution to have the app
effectively promoted in iTunes, on Social
Media (Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and
Instagram) which, along with identifying
key partners, helped build our growing
network of followers.
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HOW WE WORK

PLAN

We evaluate your business with an
audit, research your competition, and
analyze your online presence before
proposing targeted
recommendations for your product
and market. We then discuss
everything with you, listening to your
needs, concerns, and expectations.
Together, we agree on a marketing
plan that it suits your goals, timeline,
and budget.

ACT

We implement the marketing
strategy step by step, using the Agile
approach so that you are involved in
the process, aware of every step and
result, and always free to make
changes.

TRACK

We track progress and prepare
reports to ensure we’ve chosen the
right methods for success. We also
monitor the market and user
behavior to maximize results in the
dynamic environment of digital
marketing.
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CONTACT US

12 Carly Circle
Rutland MA 01543 US
+1 (508) 886-3240
+1 (855) 717-5586 (toll free)
marketing@scopcisoftware.com

scopicsoftware.com

To read more about what customized
creative solutions can do for your business,
check out Scopic’s case studies.

